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consensus definition meaning merriam webster Apr 20 2024 1 a general agreement unanimity the consensus of their opinion based on reports from the border john hersey b the judgment arrived
at by most of those concerned the consensus was to go ahead 2 group solidarity in sentiment and belief
consensus english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 19 2024 noun s or u uk k�n�sen s�s us k�n�sen s�s add to word list add to word list c2 a generally accepted opinion or decision
among a group of people general consensus the general consensus in the office is that he can t do his job reach a consensus could we reach a consensus on this matter let s take a vote
consensus definition meaning dictionary com Feb 18 2024 consensus definition majority of opinion see examples of consensus used in a sentence
consensus noun definition pictures pronunciation and Jan 17 2024 adverb from the word list definition of consensus noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
consensus definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 16 2023 noun agreement in the judgment or opinion reached by a group as a whole the lack of consensus reflected differences in
theoretical positions those rights and obligations are based on an unstated consensus see more pronunciation us k�n�s�ns�s uk k�n�s�ns�s cite this entry style mla consensus
consensus definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 15 2023 singular noun a consensus is general agreement among a group of people the consensus amongst scientists is that
the world will warm up over the next few decades amongst the question of when the troops should leave would be decided by consensus synonyms agreement general agreement unanimity
common consent more synonyms of consensus
consensus meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 14 2023 noun u no plural uk k�n�sens�s us add to word list a situation in which all the people in a group agree about something to
reach a consensus the general consensus is that we should wait and see what happens definition of consensus from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press translations
of consensus
consensus wiktionary the free dictionary Sep 13 2023 consensus countable and uncountable plural consensuses or consensus a process of decision making that seeks widespread agreement
among group members general agreement among the members of a given group or community each of which exercises some discretion in decision making and follow up action
consensus meaning of consensus in longman dictionary of Aug 12 2023 from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics politics con sen sus k�n�sens�s awl noun singular
uncountable an opinion that everyone in a group agrees with or accepts syn agreement consensus on about a lack of consensus about the aims of the project consensus that there is a
consensus among teachers that children shou
consensus definition meaning britannica dictionary Jul 11 2023 a general agreement about something an idea or opinion that is shared by all the people in a group singular the general
consensus of the group was to go ahead with the plan scientists have not reached a consensus on the cause of the disease scientists do not yet agree about the cause of the disease
consensus n meanings etymology and more oxford english Jun 10 2023 consensus noun factsheet etymology meaning use pronunciation forms frequency compounds derived words factsheet
what does the noun consensus mean there are four meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun consensus see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence
consensus definition meaning yourdictionary May 09 2023 a process of decision making that seeks widespread agreement among group members wiktionary similar definitions average projected
value as in the finance term consensus forecast wiktionary synonyms unity harmony unanimity accord unison consent general agreement unanimousness antonyms disagreement other word
forms of consensus noun
consensus decision making wikipedia Apr 08 2023 consensus decision making or consensus process often abbreviated to consensus is a group decision making process in which participants
develop and decide on proposals with the goal of achieving broad acceptance defined by its terms as form of consensus
consensus definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 07 2023 noun s or u uk k�n�sens�s us add to word list a generally accepted opinion among a group of people the consensus
among city economists is that interest rates will be held at 1 agreement among a group of people consensus on about sth achieving an international consensus on these issues is proving
difficult
consensus wordreference com dictionary of english Feb 06 2023 countable often singular unanimous judgment or belief that a group comes to after discussion the consensus was that they
should meet twice a month general agreement concord harmony uncountable you won t find consensus among the doctors on the best procedure for you see sens
consensus synonyms 52 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 05 2023 definition of consensus as in agreement the state of being of one opinion about something finally reached a consensus
on how to spend the money that the club had raised synonyms similar words relevance agreement unison unanimity concurrence accord concurrency acceptance meeting of minds consent
approval assent solidarity
consensus noun definition pictures pronunciation and Dec 04 2022 definition of consensus noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more
consensus theory definition examples simply psychology Nov 03 2022 a consensus theory is one that believes that the institutions of society are working together to maintain social
cohesion and stability value consensus assumes that the norms and values of society are generally agreed upon and that social life is based on cooperation rather than conflict
consensus ai search engine for research Oct 02 2022 consensus is a search engine that uses ai to find insights in research papers does creatine help build muscle can mindfulness improve sleep
do direct cash transfers reduce poverty create an account start searching now
consensus healthcare interoperability simplified Sep 01 2022 messaging send and receive any patient information over a trusted healthcare network with over a million addresses learn more
patient information query electronically query records and retrieve patient information on demand from carequality including those connected through the commonwell health alliance
learn more data exchange networks
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